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Abstract:  Evaporative fractionation of petroleum by gas injection over oil was established by Thompson. In 

this process he could fractionate reservoir petroleum to paraffin rich condensate in the shallow reservoir and 

aromatic rich residual oil in the original reservoir. In the present work attempt has been made to test 

fractionation by heating crude oil in a closed system to build up adequate vapour pressure necessary for 

fractionation in the vapour phase condition. The technique has been tested using Sabah oil of East Malaysia 

and Dulang oil of Peninsular Malaysia. Results of present experiment indicate aromatic rich condensate in the 

shallower reservoir and paraffin rich residual oil in the original reservoir. It is therefore concluded that 

evaporative fractionation can alter the nature of reservoir oil to paraffin rich or aromatic rich depending on the 

process of fractionation.  
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I. Introduction 
Vapour phase fractionation of crude oil, also known as evaporative fractionation, generates different 

types condensates (liquid generated by condensation of the vapour) compared to the residual oil. Thompson [1] 

first established this technique to explain paraffin rich condensate in the shallower reservoirs compared to 

aromatic rich fractionated residual oil in the deeper reservoirs. Earlier, Silverman [2] named it as separation-

migration process as a result of chemical differentiation. However, Thompson experimentally showed results of 

paraffin rich fractionated condensates by injecting methane over the oil column. He proposed this mechanism 

particularly for gas-condensate system whereby initial oil is rich in dissolved gas and fractionation happened 

with movement of gas cap gas.  

Scope of further research remained to test fractionation under different vapour conditions. In the 
present work fractionation is carried out by heating oil in a closed system to build sufficient pressure over the oil 

column and the vapour in this condition is released to fractionate the crude oil. 

 

II. Experiment 
Experiments are carried out using modified Parr High Pressure Reactor. Sample oils from Sabah Basin 

of Eastern Malaysia and Dulang Field of Peninsular Malaysia are used for this experiment. Parr Reactor has got 

two separate valves for collecting liquid and vapour samples. A condenser is connected to the vapour exit to 

collect condensate samples. About 350 ml of oil sample is put into the glass cylinder of the Parr Reactor. The oil 

sample is then heated gradually to higher temperatures to a maximum of 2500C temperature. The heating of oil 
sample is repeated until vapour samples were collected at 20, 40, 60 and 80 psi pressures. The instrument has 

got facility to increase pressure in the closed system. This enabled to collect samples at different pressures at a 

particular temperature. The first set of four samples is collected at 1000C. Sets of four samples in four different 

pressures are then collected at 1500C, 2000C and 2500C temperatures.  The samples of condensed vapour and 

crude oil are analyzed for paraffinicity and aromaticity.  

 

III. Chemistry Of Closed System Evaporative Fractionation 
It is known that paraffin have higher vapour pressure compared to aromatics of same carbon number 

[3]. This is why oil if put under atmospheric condition will have vapours enriched with paraffin.  As done by 
Thompson, the vapour is removed gradually so that the residual oil becomes aromatic rich.  

Instead of removing the vapour, if we heat the system and allow vapours to build up high pressure over 

the oil column then following Le- Chatelier  principle [4] the vapour molecules will try to move to liquid phase 

to nullify the effect of pressure. The paraffin being more mobile, move faster than aromatics to liquids but when 

the liquid temperature is higher than the boiling point of the paraffin, the vapour molecules polymerize and 

condense to form large molecules and return back to liquid to build high wax in oil.   

The partial vapour pressure (Pa) of any substance ‘A’ in a mixture at a particular temperature is given by 

Raoult’s Law [5] as,  

Pa = Pa
o.xa ------- (Eq.1) 
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Where, Pa
o is the vapour pressure of the pure component at the same temperature and pressure and xa is the 

mole-fraction of the component in the liquid. 

Dalton’s Law [6] states that Pa is the product of total pressure and mole-fraction of the vapour ,  
                     Pa = PTot. ya ------ (Eq.2) 

Where, ‘ya’ is the mole fraction of ‘A’ in the vapour. Combining (Eq.1) and (Eq.2) we get, 

Pa
o.xa = PTot. ya --------  (Eq.3) 

Or, xa / ya = PTot / Pa
o ------ (Eq.3) 

This suggests, as the total pressure (PTot) is increased at a specific temperature, the mole-fraction of ‘A’ 

in the liquid is also increased suggesting moles of ‘A’ from the vapour will transfer to liquid. Paraffin being 

compounds of high vapour pressure usually evaporate first and as the aromatics vaporise creating higher 

pressure in a closed system, the paraffin from the vapour is condensed to liquid making liquid paraffin rich. 

Following equation (Eq.3) we can write equation (Eq.4) for compound ‘b’ as – 

xb / yb = PTot / Pb
o ------ (Eq.4) 

Where, xb is the mole fraction of ‘b’ in the liquid, yb is the mole fraction of ‘b’ in the vapour and Pb
o is the 

vapour pressure of pure compound ‘b’. Dividing (Eq.3) by (Eq.4) we get, 

(xa/xb). (yb/ya) = Pb
0/ Pa

o ------- (Eq.5) 

Paraffinicity and aromaticity are calculated using ‘Thompson Parameters’ as follows. 

 

 

 

                     =  

    

   

 

          Aromaticity    =   

 
 

 

In (Eq.5) let ‘a’ is n-heptane and ‘b’ is methyl cyclo-hexane. Then, ratio of paraffinicity in the liquid to 

paraffinicity in the vapour at a particular temperature and pressure is equal to the ratio of vapour pressures of 

pure ‘methyl cyclo-hexane’ and pure ‘n-heptane’. Thus we see in a mixture of n-heptane and methyl cyclo-

hexane, paraffinicity in the vapour is high because vapour pressure of n-heptane is high. If we remove the 

vapour, the residual oil will be aromatic rich what Thompson has achieved. Instead, if we heat the system to 

generate more vapour pressure the system will no longer behave in the same manner because at high 

temperature and pressure individual compounds will suffer cracking, polymerization, condensation and 

aromatization reactions. At the same time according to Le-Chatelier principle, when temperature and pressure is 

increased, the system will adjust to nullify the effects of such change. High molecular paraffin waxes are known 
as heat sinks [7].  In the high pressure high temperature conditions, the system generates high molecular paraffin 

wax and send it to liquid phase. Zhang et al. [8] showed closed system pyrolysis of n-octadecane generates C18
+ 

hydrocarbons during closed system pyrolysis. Thus it is possible to generate high paraffin liquid by closed 

system evaporative fractionation. 

In this present experiment the results of residual liquid is being ignored  because the samples of liquid 

remained in equilibrium with vapour and at higher temperature and pressure all the compounds of n-heptane, 

methyl-cyclohexane or toluene are gradually reduced. However, sample is also analyzed for left over oil at the 

end of the experiment.   

 

IV. Results & Discussions 
Paraffinicity and aromaticity for each of the vapour samples of Sabah oil and Dulang oil are shown in 

Table-1 and Table-2 respectively. Changes of paraffinicity and aromaticity with pressure at different 

temperatures are shown in Figs.1and 2. 

 

             N-heptane 

 
    Methyl cyclo-hexane 

 
         Toluene 

 

         N-heptane 

       Paraffinicity 
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Results of both the oil samples suggest increase in aromaticity and decrease in paraffinicity in their 

corresponding vapours during closed system evaporative fractionation.Closed system evaporative fractionation 

works on the principle in which vapour is allowed to move out of the system only when desired extra pressure is 

generated as a result of which it is revealed that vapour is enriched with aromatics. Effects of pressure 

individually on the paraffins or aromatics have also been studied. Results confirm the decrease in Parafinicity in 

the vapour with pressure (Fig.3) and the increase in aromaticity with pressure (Fig.4).  

 

   
 

Results also corroborate earlier works of Yarborough [9] who only analysed aromaticity. 

Effects of temperature however show exponential increase of aromaticity (Fig.5) and exponential decrease of 
paraffinicity (Fig.6) in the vapours. 

 
 

As the temperature is getting higher, the amount of n-heptane in vapour is reduced suggesting it has 

gone to liquid phase but at that high temperature it cannot exist as n-heptane in the liquid and therefore it is 

expected to have been converted to higher homologue as a result of which in the liquid phase also increased n-

heptane is not available. Higher homologues ultimately generate more wax in the residual oil.  Results of the 

vapour phase samples thus represent the evaporative fractionation changes of petroleum. The residual oil sample 

of Dulang when cooled was available as solid wax suggesting residual oil was continuously getting enriched 
with paraffin wax. Sabah oil was not solidified because the initial Paraffinicity was nearly half of the Dulang oil. 

Although the studied pressure ranges are too low compared to the reservoir pressure but the trends suggest 

vapour gets depleted in paraffin with higher pressure. 

 

V. Conclusion 
Based on the results above it is concluded that evaporative fractionation also results by closed system 

heating which will generate paraffin rich oil at the deeper section and corresponding aromatic rich oil in the 
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shallower reservoirs. Although the pressures in the above experiment are in no way comparable to the reservoir 

pressure, conclusion is drawn based on the theory (Eq.5) and the trend line (Fig.3) of the available results. 

Evaporative fractionation appears to be one of the major mechanisms of reservoir alterations of crude oils. 
Occurrence of high paraffin basement oil associated with relatively higher aromatic rich oil in shallower 

reservoirs may be considered as formed by reservoir alteration following such modified evaporative 

fractionation technique.  
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